Abstract. We will give general sufficient conditions under which a controller achieves robust regulation for a boundary control and observation system. Utilizing these conditions we construct a minimal order robust controller for an arbitrary order impedance passive linear portHamiltonian system. The theoretical results are illustrated with a numerical example where we implement a controller for a one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam with boundary controls and boundary observations.
Introduction
The class of infinite-dimensional port-Hamiltonian systems includes models of flexible systems, traveling waves, heat exchangers, bioreactors, and in general, lossless and dissipative hyperbolic systems on one-dimensional spatial domains [1, 5, 12] . In this paper, we consider robust output regulation for port-Hamiltonian systems in general, and as an example we implement a robust controller for Euler-Bernoulli beam which can be formulated as a second-order port-Hamiltonian system. By robust regulation we mean that the controller asymptotically tracks the reference signal, rejects the disturbance signal and allows some perturbations in the plant.
The internal model principle is the key to understanding how control systems can be robust, i.e., tolerate perturbations in the parameters of the system. The principle indicates that the regulation problem can be solved by including in the controller a suitable internal model of the dynamics of the exosystem that generates the reference and disturbance signals. One of the first robust controllers that utilize the internal model principle is the low-gain controller proposed by Davison [4] . Davison's controller has many practical advantages as it has simple structure and it can be tuned with input-output measurements. The controller was generalized to infinitedimensional systems and its tuning process was simplified in [6, 7] .
The main contribution of this paper is that we present sufficient criteria for a controller to achieve robust output regulation for boundary control and observation systems. A corresponding result has already been shown for various system classes [8, 15, 16] but not for boundary control systems. As our second main result, we will construct a minimal order robust regulating controller for an arbitrary order impedance passive linear port-Hamiltonian system for which we can show certain assumptions to hold.
Robust output regulation of port-Hamiltonian systems has been considered by the authors in [10, 11] where first-and even-order port-Hamiltonian systems were considered, respectively. Outside robust regulation, stability, stabilization and dynamic boundary control of port-Hamiltonian systems have been considered, e.g., in [2, 13, 18, 21] . This paper generalizes the results of [10, 11] for port-Hamiltonian systems of arbitrary order N . Furthermore, as opposed to [10, 11] considering only impedance energy preserving systems, here we will be considering impedance passive systems as well. Additionally, here the observation operator is allowed to be unbounded, which is essential for true boundary observation. This is also an extension to the results of [7] where robust regulation of boundary control systems with bounded observations was considered.
Robust regulation has been considered for boundary control systems in [7] and for well-posed systems in general in [19] . In both references, the robust regulation result is formulated for a single controller structure, whereas our result (Theorem 4) holds for any controller that includes a suitable internal model of the exosystem and stabilizes the closed-loop system. Furthermore, both references assume that the controlled system is initially stable, which is not required here. We also note that in the proof of Theorem 8 we could utilize the frequency domain proof of [19, Thm. 1.1] to show that the minimal order controller stabilizes the closed-loop system, but we present an alternative time domain proof instead.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the control system consisting of the plant, exosystem and controller. In Section 3 we formulate the robust output regulation problem and present the robust regulation result for boundary control and observation systems. In Section 4 we present the specific structure of linear port-Hamiltonian systems with stability and stabilization results, so that in Section 5 we can construct a robust regulating controller -that is also of minimal order -for these systems. The theoretical results are illustrated in Section 6 where we construct a robust regulating controller for Euler-Bernoulli beam.
Here L(X, Y ) denotes the set of bounded linear operators from the normed space X to the normed space Y . The domain, range, kernel, spectrum and resolvent of a linear operator A are denoted by D(A), R(A), N (A), σ(A) and ρ(A), respectively. The resolvent operator is given by R(λ, A) = (λ − A) −1 , and it exists for all λ ∈ ρ(A). The growth bound of the C 0 -semigroup T A (t) generated by A is denoted by ω 0 (T A ), and T A is exponentially stable if ω 0 (T A ) < 0. In that case we also say that A is exponentially stable.
The plant, exosystem and controller
The plant is a boundary control system of the forṁ
where the disturbance signal w(t) is generated by the exosystem that will be presented shortly. In Section 4, we will make an additional assumption that the plant is an impedance passive port-Hamiltonian system, but for now it is sufficient to consider the plant a boundary control and observation system given by the following definition: 
with the graph norm of A.
be the generator of a C 0 -semigroup T A (t) on X. We define the Λ-extension C Λ of C by
and its domain D(C Λ ) consists of those x ∈ X for which the limit exists. Throughout this paper, we also assume that C is admissible for A [20, Def. 4.3.1], i.e., for some τ > 0 there exists a constant K τ such that
Furthermore, if there exists a constant K > 0 such that K τ ≤ K for all τ > 0, then we say that C is infinite-time admissible for A, for which we will give sufficient conditions in the port-Hamiltonian context later on.
The exosystem that generates the boundary disturbance signal w(t) and the reference signal y ref (t) is a linear systeṁ
. Furthermore, we assume that S has purely imaginary eigenvalues σ(S) = {iω k } q k=1 ⊂ iR with algebraic multiplicity one.
The transfer function of the plant (1) is given by
and it is defined for every λ ∈ ρ(A) as R(B) ⊂ D(A) ⊂ D(C). Note that the boundedness of the transfer function implies that λû must be bounded for every λ ∈ ρ(A). Hence, by the Plancherel theorem we must have u ∈ H 1 , which we will show to hold at the end of this section. Furthermore, we need to assume that P (iω k ) is surjective for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}, which is crucial to the solvability of the robust output regulation problem presented in Section 3. Note that the surjectivity assumption implies that we must
Since the plant is a boundary control and observation system, it follows from Definition 1 that we can define an operator G := BE ∈ L(W, X) satisfying AG ∈ L(W, X), BG = E and R(G) ⊂ D(C). It is easily seen by following the proof of [3, Thm. 3.3.3] that if u ∈ C 2 (0, τ ; U ) and v ∈ C 2 (0, τ ; W ) for all τ > 0, then the abstract differential equation
with ξ(0) = ξ 0 is well-posed. Furthermore, if ξ 0 = x 0 − Bu 0 − Gv 0 ∈ D(A), the classical solutions of (1) and (4) are related by ξ(t) = x(t)−Bu(t)−Gv(t), and they are unique.
The plant (1) -as well as equation (4) -has a well-defined mild solution foru ∈ L p (0, τ ; U ),v ∈ L p (0, τ ; W ) for some p ≥ 1 and x 0 ∈ X. In that case, the summary related to [3, Thm. 3.3.4] implies that the mild solution of (1) is given by
Similarly for every ξ 0 = x 0 −Bu 0 −Gv 0 ∈ X, one obtains the mild solution of (4) using the above solution and the relation between x(t) and ξ(t). We will show at the end of this section thatu ∈ L 2 (0, τ ; U ), which together with the fact that v ∈ C ∞ (0, τ ; W ) ensures that the mild solutions are well-defined.
The dynamic error feedback controller is of the forṁ
and K ∈ L(Z, U ) are to be chosen such that robust output regulation is achieved for the plant (1).
We are finally in the position to give the formulation of the closed-loop system consisting of the plant (1) written as the abstract differential equation (4) and the controller (5). Furthermore, we will show thatu ∈ L 2 (0, τ ; U ) for every τ > 0. Using the above notation and definitions, the closed-loop system can be written on the extended state space X e = X × Z with the extended state ξ e (t) = (ξ(t), z(t)) T aṡ ξ e (t) = A e ξ e (t) + B e v(t), ξ e (0) = ξ e0 , (6a)
The operator A e has domain D(A e ) = D(A) × Z, and it can be written in the form
Since all the operators associated with the controller (5) are bounded and since AB, B ∈ L(U, X) due to the plant (1) being a boundary control and observation system, it follows that the operators A 2 and A 3 are bounded. Furthermore, since C is admissible for A and C Λ B ∈ L(U, Y ), it follows that C e is admissible for A 1 . Thus, since A 1 is clearly the generator of a C 0 -semigroup, A 2 and A 3 are bounded, and C e is admissible for A 1 , it follows from [20, Thm. 5.4.2] and standard perturbation theory that the operator A e is the generator of a C 0 -semigroup, and that C e is admissible for A e as well. Finally, combining (5) and (6b) we obtain thatu = KG 1 z+KG 2 (C e ξ e +D e v), which by the above reasoning shows thatu ∈ L 2 (0, τ ; U ) for all τ > 0, and thus, the mild solutions of (1) and (4) are well-defined.
The robust output regulation problem and the internal model principle
In this section, we formulate the robust output regulation problem and present the concept of the internal model via the G-conditions. After that, we are in the position to present and prove the first main result of this paper.
In order to discuss robustness, we consider perturbations (Ã,B,C,Ẽ,F ) ∈ O of the operators (A, B, C, E, F ). The class O of perturbations is defined such that the perturbed operators (Ã,B,C,Ẽ,F ) satisfy the following assumptions which the operators (A, B, C, E, F ) are assumed to satisfy as well. 
It is easy to see that these conditions are satisfied for arbitrary bounded perturbations to E and F , whereas the boundary control and observation system requirement imposes stricter conditions on the perturbations on A, B and C. However, at least sufficiently small bounded perturbations are acceptable. Note that the operators B and G associated with the boundary control and observation system will also change when the system is perturbed. We denote these operators byB andG. The Robust Output Regulation Problem. Choose a controller (G 1 , G 2 , K) in such a way that the following are satisfied:
(1) The closed-loop system generated by A e is exponentially stable.
(2) For all initial states ξ e0 ∈ X e and v 0 ∈ W , the regulation error satisfies e α· e(·) ∈ L 2 (0, ∞; Y ) for some α > 0.
(3) If (A, B, C, E, F ) are perturbed to (Ã,B,C,Ẽ,F ) ∈ O in such a way that the closed-loop system remains exponentially stable, then for all initial states ξ e0 ∈ X e and v 0 ∈ W , the regulation error satisfies
We note that without the last item in the above list the problem is called output regulation problem which will be considered in the proof of our first main result in the next subsection. The internal model principle states that the robust output regulation problem can be solved by including a suitable internal model of the dynamics of the exosystem in the controller. The internal model can be characterized using the definition of G-conditions below. What follows is our first main result where we show that a controller satisfying the G-conditions is robust.
for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}, where σ(S) = {iω k } q k=1 . 3.1. Sufficient Robustness Criterion for a Controller. We will now show that a controller (G 1 , G 2 , K) that satisfies the G-conditions solves the robust output regulation problem for a boundary control and observation system, provided that the controller exponentially stabilizes the closed-loop system. Proof. Let (Ã,B,C,Ẽ,F ) be arbitrary perturbations of class O such that the perturbed closed-loop system generated byÃ e is exponentially stable. As the perturbations of the class O satisfy Assumption 2, it follows that B e andD e are bounded andC e is admissible forÃ e . Thus, the closed-loop system is a regular linear system, and by [16, Thm. 4 .1] we have that the controller (G 1 , G 2 , K) solves the output regulation problem if and only if the regulator equations ΣS =Ã e Σ +B e and 0 =C e Σ +D e have a solution Σ := (Π, Γ) T ∈ L(W, X e ). Note that the result of [16, Thm. 4 .1] only requires that the closed-loop system is regular, and therefore it can be used here. Further note that asÃ e is assumed to be exponentially stable and σ(S) ⊂ iR, by [17] the Sylvester equation ΣS =Ã e Σ +B e has a unique solution Σ ∈ L(W, X e ) satisfying R(Σ) ⊂ D(Ã e ). Thus, in order to show that the controller solves the output regulation problem, it remains to show that the bounded solution Σ of the Sylvester equation satisfies the second regulator equation as well. We will do this for the arbitrary perturbations (Ã,B,C,Ẽ,F ) ∈ O, which implies that the controller is robust under these perturbations, i.e., it solves the robust output regulation problem.
Let k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q} be arbitrary and consider the eigenvector φ k of S associated with the corresponding eigenvalue iω k satisfying Sφ k = iω k φ k . Then ΣSφ k =Ã e Σφ k +B e φ k implies (iω k −Ã e )Σφ k =B e φ k , which yields
The second line implies
, and now by the G-conditions we have that 0 =C Λ Πφ k +C ΛB KΓφ k + (C ΛG +F )φ k =C e Σφ k +D e φ k . As the eigenvectors φ k form an orthogonal basis on W and the choice of k was arbitrary, it follows that Σ satisfies the second regulator equationC e Σ +D e = 0 as well. Thus, [16, Thm. 4.1] implies that the controller solves the robust output regulation problem.
Background on port-Hamiltonian systems
In this section, we give some background to port-Hamiltonian systems. We note that while [5] is a classical reference paper regarding these systems, we use [1] as our main reference as it gives a slightly more general formulation for port-Hamiltonian systems than [5] . Therefore we will cite [1] for the base results as well, even though essentially the same results can be found in [5] .
Define a linear port-Hamiltonian operator A of order N on the spatial interval ζ ∈ [a, b] as follows:
with domain D(A) = {x ∈ X : Hx ∈ H N (a, b; C n )} is called a linear portHamiltonian operator of order N .
T be the boundary trace operator and define the boundary port variables f ∂ , e ∂ by
where Q ∈ C nN ×nN is a block matrix given by
Note that since P N is assumed to be invertible, it follows that Q is invertible, and hence, R ext is invertible as well.
Using the boundary port variables we can now define the boundary control and boundary observation operators B and C, respectively. Their definitions are included in the following definition of port-Hamiltonian systems. 
and the system (A, B, C) is called a port-Hamiltonian system.
We note that the above definition implies that we have full control and measurements, which is not very common in practice. However, the exponential stability criterion given in part a) of Lemma Re Ax(t),
and impedance energy preserving if the above holds as an equality. These systems can be easily identified based on W B , W C and P 0 . Define a matrix P W B ,W C such that
By [1, Prop. 3.2.16 ], a port-Hamiltonian system is impedance energy preserving if and only if P 0 (ζ) = −P 0 (ζ) * for a.e. ζ ∈ [a, b] and P W B ,W C = Σ, and it is impedance passive if and only if Re P 0 (ζ) ≤ 0 for a.e. ζ ∈ [a, b] and
We consider impedance energy preserving and impedance passive portHamiltonian systems as they can be exponentially stabilized using output feedback. Stabilization of port-Hamiltonian systems with negative output feedback was first presented for first-order impedance energy preserving portHamiltonian systems in [22, Sec. IV], and we will next generalize the result for systems of arbitrary order N .
Lemma 7.
a) A port-Hamiltonian system that satisfies W B ΣW * B > 0 is exponentially stable. b) An impedance passive port-Hamiltonian system can be exponentially stabilized using negative output feedback u(t) = −κy(t) for any κ > 0.
Proof. a) The claim can be proved similarly to [11, Lem. 2] by using the techniques utilized in the proof of [12, Lem. 9.1.4] and the estimate Re Ax, x X ≤ Re f ∂ , e ∂ C nN which holds as Re
Eventually, we obtain
for some γ > 0, which by [1, Thm. 4.3.24] is sufficient for the portHamiltonian system being exponentially stable. b) Let W B and W C be such that the port-Hamiltonian system is impedance passive. It has been shown in [22, Sec. IV] that the closed-loop system with negative output feedback u(t) = −κy(t) can be written aṡ
Cx(t) = y(t).
By 
, and now part a) completes the proof.
Robust regulating controller for impedance passive port-Hamiltonian systems
In this section, we will construct a finite dimensional, minimal order controller for an impedance passive port-Hamiltonian system and a finite dimensional exosystem as given in (2) . The choices of the controller parameters (G 1 , G 2 , K) are adopted from [14, Sec. 4] . However, as an impedance passive port-Hamiltonian system is not necessarily exponentially stable to begin with, we will need to add an extra term to the controller in order to ensure the exponential stability of the closed-loop system. The controller that we will construct is of the forṁ
where as opposed to the controller given in (5) we have the extra feedthrough term −κe(t). Here the control signal consists of two parts u(t) = u 1 (t)+u 2 (t) where the second term contributes to exponentially stabilizing the plant and the first one provides the robust regulating control. Note that instead of −κy(t) we use −κe(t) which we will show to stabilize the plant as well. Furthermore, using −κe(t) simplifies the controller as y(t) and y ref (t) are not needed separately.
We define Z = Y q . The controller parameters are chosen as κ > 0 and
is the transfer function of the triplet (A, B + κC, C). Note that since P (iω k ) is assumed to be surjective for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}, P κ (iω k ) is surjective as well. Further note that if we choose Proof. Consider an input of the form u(t) = Kz(t) − κe(t) = u 1 (t) − κy(t) + κy ref (t). The plant with such an input can be written aṡ
where we also included the boundary disturbance signal w(t). Note that as w(t) = Ev(t) and y ref (t) = −F v(t), the term κy ref (t) can be considered an additional disturbance to the original system.
We know by Lemma 7 that the negative output feedback exponentially stabilizes the impedance passive port-Hamiltonian system, and thus, the operator A κ := A| N (B+κC) generates an exponentially stable C 0 -semigroup on X. Furthermore, as the stabilized plant is a boundary control and observation system, there exists an operator B κ satisfying (B + κC)B κ = I U , and we can define an operator G κ := B κ (E −κF ) that satisfies (B +κC)G κ = E −κF and takes the reference signal κy ref (t) into account.
The closed-loop system consisting of the plant and the controller is still given as in (6) with A, B and G replaced by A κ , B κ and G κ , respectively, and the Λ-extension of C is given by C Λ x = lim λ→∞ λCR(λ, A κ )x. Note that since the plant is an impedance passive port-Hamiltonian system, we have by Lemma 7 that (W B + κW C )Σ(W B + κW C ) * > 0, and thus, by Lemma 9 presented in the Appendix the operator C is admissible for A κ .
Now that the feedthrough term of the controller is associated with the plant, the remaining controller is of the standard form given in (5) . Thus, we have by the proof of [14, Thm 4.1] that the controller satisfies the Gconditions, and hence, by Theorem 4 the controller solves the robust output regulation problem, provided that the closed-loop system is exponentially stable.
To conclude the proof, we will show that the closed-loop operator A e is similar to an exponentially stable operator and hence, exponentially stable. Choose a similarity transformation
where the operator H :
for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}. Let us defineÂ e := QA e Q −1 . We will next show thatÂ e is exponentially stable, which implies that A e is exponentially stable as well. By the choices of H k , we have (
and thus, C Λ (H + B κ K 0 ) = −G * 2 . Using the above identitiesÂ e can be written aŝ
Since C is admissible for A κ and (H + B κ K 0 )G 2 is bounded, there exists an ǫ κ > 0 such that for all 0 < ǫ < ǫ κ the operator A κ − ǫ(H + B κ K 0 )G 2 C Λ generates an exponentially stable semigroup. Furthermore, we have by [9, App. B] that the semigroup generated by G 1 − ǫG 2 G * 2 is exponentially stable for every ǫ > 0 and that there exists a constant M > 0 such that
Consider the operatorÂ e in the form A 1 + ǫ 2 A 2 . Using the above upper bound for ||R(λ, G 1 − ǫG 2 G * 2 )|| it can be shown that there exists an ǫ * such that for all 0 < ǫ < ǫ * and λ ∈ C + we have ǫ 2 A 2 R(λ, A 1 ) < 1. Thus, it follows that there exists an ǫ * κ such that for all 0 < ǫ < ǫ * κ the resolvent ofÂ e is bounded in the right half plane, i.e.,Â e is exponentially stable.
Since the controller satisfies the G-conditions and the closed-loop system is exponentially stable for every 0 < ǫ < ǫ * κ , we have by Theorem 4 that the controller solves the robust output regulation problem for any 0 < ǫ < ǫ * κ .
Robust control of a 1D Euler-Bernoulli beam
In this section, we construct a robust controller for Euler-Bernoulli beam which is an example of a port-Hamiltonian system of order two. The formulation of Euler-Bernoulli beam as a port-Hamiltonian system is adopted from [1, Ex. 3.1.6].
The Euler-Bernoulli beam equation is given on the spatial interval ζ ∈ [0, 1] by
where ν(ζ, t) denotes the displacement at position ζ at time t, ρ(ζ) is the mass density times the cross sectional area, E(ζ) is the modulus of elasticity and I(ζ) is the area moment of the cross section. Due to their physical interpretations, the functions ρ, E and I are uniformly bounded and strictly positive for all ζ ∈ [0, 1]. In order to write the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation as a port-Hamiltonian system, let us define the state x(ζ, t) by
Now we can write the equation as ∂ t x(ζ, t) = Ax(ζ, t) where
which is a second-order port-Hamiltonian operator with P 0 = P 1 = 0,
Using the new state variables, define the control and observation operators by
from which it can be seen that the triple (A, B, C) is an impedance energy preserving port-Hamiltonian system. Let the reference signal y ref and the disturbance signal d be given by
so that we have S := diag(−2iπ, −iπ, iπ, 2iπ), and E and F are suitably chosen matrices.
The controller parameters (G 1 , G 2 , K, κ) are chosen according to the previous section, i.e., we choose κ = 1, ǫ = 0.17,
where P κ is the transfer function of the triplet (A, B + κC, C) and ǫ is chosen such that the growth bound of the closed-loop system is close to its minimum. Note that as we chose K k 0 = P κ (iω k ) −1 , each block of G 2 is equal to −I Y . Figure 1 shows the numerical simulation of the Euler-Bernoulli beam with initial conditions v 0 = 1, ξ 0 = 0 and z 0 = 0. It can be seen that the regulation error diminishes very rapidly. In the simulation the spatial derivatives were approximated by finite differences with grid size 0.05. 
Conclusions
We considered robust regulation of impedance passive port-Hamiltonian systems of arbitrary order and showed that a controller satisfying the Gconditions is robust. The robustness result not only holds for impedance passive port-Hamiltonian systems but for any boundary control and observation system satisfying Assumption 2. We also presented a simple, minimal order controller structure that satisfies the G-conditions and showed that it stabilizes the closed-loop system, thus solving the robust output regulation problem. The theory was illustrated with an example where we implemented such a controller for a one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam with boundary controls and boundary observations.
Proof. Consider the classical solution x(t) = T A (t)x 0 ofẋ(t) = Ax(t), x(0) = x 0 ∈ D(A) and recall the estimate that was mentioned in the proof of Lemma 7: (11) Re Ax, x X ≤ Re f ∂ , e ∂ C nN .
Since x ∈ D(A), we have that Bx = 0, i.e., (f ∂ , e ∂ ) T ∈ N (W B Letting τ → ∞, we have ||x(τ )|| 2 X → 0 as T A is exponentially stable by part a) of Lemma 7, and we obtain 
